The Amazing Journey of Water Desalination
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Visual Keywords

01-01

Every drop of water in the ocean has its own destiny

01-02

Some find their way into your glass at home as pure and
clean drinking water.

02-01

The journey each drop of seawater takes can be
remarkably different.

02-02

Some rise to the sky, circle the world and fall as rain into
our rivers and reservoirs, waiting for the day to

1) Conventional Water
Droplet

02-03

be cleaned and scrubbed in water treatment works of the
Water Supplies Department in Hong Kong.

1) Water Treatment Works

03-01

Some seawater droplets don’t become drinking water.
Instead, they serve to flush our toilets, which helps
conserve our fresh water.

2) Seawater Flushing
Droplets

04-01

In the past, when Hong Kong faced drought, water was
drawn from the sea, boiled using lots of energy and then
cooled quickly, saying goodbye to its salt to become a
clean drop of pure drinking water.

1) Thermal Desalination
2) Thermal Desalination
Droplet [comes in when we
say ‘clean drop of pure
drinking water’]

05-01

Hong Kong also built more and bigger reservoirs and a
pipeline from Dongjiang. Soon there were plenty of water
droplets available for cleaning and scrubbing and arriving
in people’s glasses. However, the cost of heating water to
remove salt had become too high.

1) Dongjiang Water Droplet
2) Reservoir Droplets

06-01

Today, Hong Kong, like many other cities throughout the
world, is worried about the fresh water supply in the
future.

1) Planning for the Future

06-02

Rainfall and climate have become more uncertain. And
more and more people rely on the same supply of water
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as before.
07-01

This is where our story returns to the sea. This droplet –
called RO ‐‐ will go through a new journey to become a
clean drop of pure drinking water by using reverse
osmosis.

07-02

Reverse Osmosis is a proven technology that removes salt
from seawater. With today’s technological advances, it is
cheaper and uses less energy than older processes.

08-01

RO’s journey starts as he is very gently drawn into a
desalination plant, saying goodbye to his ocean friends.

08-02

After being cleaned and scrubbed of sand and grit, he is
squeezed through microscopic holes in a special
membrane.

08-03

Incredibly high pressure is added. Just imagine 8,000 fully‐
grown giant pandas sitting on a person!

1) 8,000 fully-grown
pandas

08-04

RO squeezes through the membrane leaving salty water
behind which is then returned to the sea through a
specially designed outfall. The salty water is quickly
diluted by mixing with the surrounding seawater.

1) Salty water

08-05

RO is now ultra clean. Meeting World Health Organization
standards!

1) World Health
Organization standards

08-06

Yet, his journey is not over. Minerals are added and other
adjustments are made.

1) Minerals
2) pH adjustment
3) Disinfection

08-07

All so that RO may arrive as a clean drop of pure drinking
water in your glass soon.

08-08

Just as precious, just as special and just the same as all
other water droplets who make their wonderful journeys
to different destinations, equally clean and equally pure.

09-01

With Hong Kong investing in the future through the

1) Reverse Osmosis
Desalination

1) Tseung Kwan O
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development of the modern desalination plant at Tseung
Kwan O, many other seawater droplets will make RO’s
journey, helping us find new ways to manage, protect and
sustain our precious water supply.

Desalination Plant

